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Abstract: Schizophrenia is a psychotic disease that develops progressively over years with a transi- 1

tion from prodromal to psychotic state associated with a disruption in brain activity. Transcranial 2

Direct Current Stimulation (tDCS), known to alleviate pharmaco-resistant symptoms in patients 3

suffering from schizophrenia, promises to prevent such a psychotic transition. To understand better 4

how tDCS affects brain activity, we propose a neural cortico-thalamo-cortical (CTC) circuit model 5

involving the Ascending Reticular Arousal System (ARAS) that permits to describe major impact 6

features of tDCS, such as excitability for short-duration stimulation and electroencephalography 7

(EEG) power modulation for long-duration stimulation. To this end, the mathematical model relates 8

stimulus duration and Long-Term Plasticity (LTP) effect, in addition to describing the temporal LTP 9

decay after stimulus offset. Moreover, we reproduce successfully EEG-power modulation under tDCS 10

in a ketamine-induced psychosis model and confirm the N-methyl-d-aspartate (NMDA) receptor 11

hypofunction hypothesis in the etiopathophysiology of schizophrenia. The model description points 12

to an important role of the ARAS and the δ− rhythm synchronicity in CTC circuit in early stage 13

psychosis. 14

Keywords: tDCS, ketamine, psychotic transition, EEG, modelling, thalamocortical circuit 15

1. Introduction 16

Schizophrenia is a psychotic disease that affects almost 1% of the worldwide pop- 17

ulation. This disorder has a multifactorial etiology which includes environmental and 18

genetic factors, and develops progressively along years before to manifest generally be- 19

tween 15 and 25 years old. During the prodromal pre-psychotic phase, first low-intensity 20

psychotic/positive symptoms insidiously appear [1,2]. About one-third of the at-risk 21

mental state patients will experience the psychotic transition, marked by the intensification 22

and worsening of psychotic symptoms over almost 2 years. This frequently culminates 23

in an acute episode of psychosis, and finally resulting to the chronicisation of the psy- 24

chotic syndromes [1,3,4]. For patients diagnosed with schizophrenia, pharmacological 25

and psychological therapy allow to alleviate symptoms and significantly improve patients 26

every-day-life. Nevertheless, finding treatments to prevent the psychotic transition would 27

be a precious lever for patients and psychiatry. 28

29

One of the promising non-invasive preventive approaches is the transcranial Direct 30

Current Stimulation (tDCS). It modulates neuronal activity by electric currents and is effi- 31

cient in the reduction of pharmaco-resistant psychotic and negative symptoms, as well as 32

improvement of cognitive performance in patients and healthy subjects [5–7]. For instance, 33

in patients suffering from schizophrenia long-lasting (several months) and robust reduc- 34

tion of negative and positive symptoms with low side-effects have been observed after 35

application an anodal tDCS protocol of few days [5,8,9]. While a large number of studies 36
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demonstrate the powerful potential of the tDCS as a treatment for psychotic disorder, the 37

questions of whether and how psychosis can be prevented by tDCS remains open. To 38

get closer to this aim, it is mandatory to understand better the mechanism of action and 39

electrophysiological influence of tDCS on neuronal networks. 40

41

The dysconnection hypothesis in schizophrenia allows to reveal links between the 42

pathophysiology of the disease and clinical signs, and indicates inter- and intra-structural 43

impairments in functional integration processes [10,11]. Indeed, Cortico-Thalamo-Cortical 44

(CTC) dysfunctions and disturbance in functionally associated neuronal oscillations were 45

reported from the prepsychotic phase of schizophrenia. These oscillopathies encompass an 46

increased power of prefrontal resting state activity in the broadband γ−frequency (30 - 80 47

Hz) [12,13], as well as a reduced power in cortical low-frequency oscillations, like in the 48

δ− band (1 - 4 Hz) [14,15] and in non-REM sleep spindles occurring in the σ− frequency 49

band (10 - 17 Hz) [16,17]. 50

51

Interestingly, some of these prodrome-related osccillopaties can be transiently re- 52

produced in humans and rodents by a sub-anesthetic administration of the N-methyl-d- 53

aspartate (NMDA) receptor antagonist ketamine. A single sub-anesthetic dose of ketamine 54

induces psychotomimetic effects in healthy humans [18] and worsen positive symptoms in 55

patients suffering from schizophrenia [19]. Moreover, electrophysiological studies in rats 56

[20–22] and humans [23–25] showed that such a psychotomimetic ketamine administration 57

disrupts the CTC functional dynamics, and induces an increased power of γ− oscillations 58

and a reduced power of slow wave, an effect reversed by the antipsychotic action of cloza- 59

pine [26]. Therefore, the sub-anesthetic ketamine provide a reliable animal model of a 60

transition to a psychosis-relevant state [27], and support the dysconnection hypothesis 61

for the etiopathophysiology of schizophrenia, more precisely via an hypofunction of the 62

NMDA receptors [28]. 63

64

Here, we propose to explain the impact of anodal tDCS on psychotic brain dynamics 65

by the use of a mathematical model of the CTC circuit. This model encompasses the 66

CTC connectivity topology, as well as excitatory and inhibitory neuronal populations 67

in the network structures. At first, we have reproduced typical activity modulations 68

by tDCS, such as excitability and EEG power spectrum, to validate the neural model. 69

Then, the psychosis network dynamic is mimicked by modeling the action of ketamine 70

on glutamatergic neurotransmission. Finally, tDCS application in the context of psychosis 71

has been simulated and forecasts of tDCS action on CTC structures are provided. The 72

neuromodulatory action of tDCS has been modeled by a cortical constant input and a 73

change in the neuronal population transfer function. Cortical electroencephalograms (EEG) 74

have been computed numerically for all conditions and compared with literature. We 75

shed light on the essential neural mechanisms and CTC interactions that allow to mimic 76

prodrome-related oscillopathies and the observed effect of tDCS in psychotic patients. 77

2. Materials and Methods 78

2.1. The model 79

It is well-established that EEG originates from population activity in cortical layers [29, 80

30]. Neural ensemble models are well-known to provide a very good description of EEG 81

[30–33]. The model employed describes population activity in the supragranular cortex 82

layers I-III (SG) and the cortico-thalamic loop between granular/infragranular cortical 83

layers IV-VI (GIG), the thalamic relay cells and the reticular structure, see Appendix for 84

details. The network is sketched in Fig. 1. SG cells receive input from the brainstem, or more 85

generally from the Ascending Reticular Arousal System (ARAS) [34,35], and cells in input 86

layer IV exhibit afferent connections from thalamic structures and connect to infragranular 87

cortical cells in layers V and VI (Fig. 1(A)). Moreover, the GIG cells receive input from 88

thalamic relay cells in the CTC and project back to thalamic relay and reticular cells, cf. 89
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Fig. 1(B). GABAergic neurons in the reticular nucleus receive excitatory inputs from GIG 90

pyramidal cells and thalamic relay neurons, while the inhibitory reticular outputs are send 91

to the thalamic relay cells. 92

layer I-III

layer IV-VI

brainstem

reticular structure relay structure

cortex

thalamus

layer I-III

layer IV

layer V+VI

input

output to thalamus

input
brainstem

thalamic

(A)

(B)

Figure 1. Cortico-thalamo-cortical network model of neural populations. (A) The supragranular
layers I-III, granular layer IV and infragranular layers V and VI exhibit excitatory (represented by
squares) and inhibitory (circles) neurons. (B) Blue and red connections between cortex and thalamic
structures denote excitatory and inhibitory synaptic connections. The reticular and relay structures
includes inhibitory (circles) and excitatory (squares) neurons, respectively.

The principal brain rhythms investigated in the present study are the δ− (1− 4Hz), σ− 93

(10− 17Hz) and the γ− rhythm (30− 80Hz). Following previous modeling studies [32,36– 94

38], we hypothesize that the δ− and σ− rhythms originate in the cortico-thalamic circuit 95

(including both thalamic and GIG structures), whereas γ−rhythms are generated in the SG 96

layers [38,39] in accordance to experimental findings [40]. The proposed model considers 97

interactions of excitatory and inhibitory local networks as the major rhythm origin in line 98

with previous modeling studies [41,42]. 99

2.2. The action of transcranial Direct Current Stimulation 100

Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation is a neuromodulatory noninvasive brain 101

stimulation tool [43,44] known to be able to alleviate patients from symptoms in schizophre- 102

nia [5,8,9], major depression [45] or autism [46]. It generates a constant current between 103

two electrodes and current polarity distinguishes anodal and cathodal tDCS (a-tDCS and 104

c-tDCS). 105

To understand and describe the action of tDCS by a model, it is important to distinguish 106

short and long stimulations. Short applications, i.e. from seconds to a few minutes, of 107

tDCS result in altered membrane resting potentials and excitability shifts during stimula- 108

tion but no long-term after-effects [43,47]. A-tDCS increases excitability and the resting 109

potential, whereas c-tDCS diminish both excitability and resting potential. The present 110

work considers primarily a-tDCS and implements its impact by an increase of constant 111
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input and steepness decrease of transfer functions of both neuron types in all cortical layers. 112

As demonstrated in previous studies [39,48], the synchronous impact on both input and 113

transfer function steepness is a direct result of a modulation by Poisson spiking activity in 114

the ensemble, cf. the Appendix. 115

The excitability effect by tDCS has been demonstrated experimentally by several previous 116

studies [47,49]. Typically, neural responses are evoked by a different experimental stim- 117

ulus, such as transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS). Anterior experimental research 118

has demonstrated the increased (decreased) evoked response magnitude with increasing 119

a-tDCS (c-tDCS) current. To describe this effect, we have implemented a transient external 120

stimulation and evaluate the systems response magnitude and its baseline level subject to 121

the model tDCS current. Here, we model a-tDCS and c-tDCS currents by model currents 122

ItDCS > 0 and ItDCS < 0, respectively. 123

124

Conversely, stimulation of several minutes or longer can elicit prolonged after-effects 125

of several hours [44,50]. These prolonged plasticity effects request neural action evolving 126

on a larger time scale than the synaptic short-time action. A good candidate is Long 127

Term Potentiation (LTP), that has indeed been found as a probable underlying long-term 128

mechanism in long-stimulation a-tDCS [51,52]. The plasticity is triggered by anodal tDCS- 129

induced neural synchronization that induces complex dynamics of diverse ion channels, 130

cascade signaling and protein transcriptions. We describe the overall impact as an enhanced 131

excitatory synaptic efficacy in accordance to previous studies [51–53]. To this end, we 132

introduce a factor ftDCS for the excitatory synaptic efficacy in both supra- and infra-granular 133

layers, cf. the Appendix for more details. 134

2.3. The action of ketamine 135

The anesthetic ketamine induces several diverse neural actions [54–56]. For instance, 136

it antagonizes NMDA-receptors in cortical and subcortical structure, increases the cortical 137

and subcortical glutamate concentration and affects the cortical dopamine system mam- 138

mals. As a major effect, at sub-anesthetic doses it is known to enhance the excitability level 139

in cortical and subcortical structures, possibly through disinhibition of excitatory cortical 140

pyramidal neurons [57,58]. 141

Since the balance between excitation and inhibition impacts the oscillatory brain activity, 142

it is expected that ketamine modulates the EEG power spectrum. Indeed, ketamine in- 143

duces increased gamma power and a decreased power in lower delta frequency bands 144

in humans [23] and rats [20,21,58,59]. Moreover, a general δ− power reduction has been 145

observed in the entire CTC circuit [26,58]. Recent experimental studies on a slow-wave 146

sleep model in rats has shown a decrease of frontoparietal spectral power in the σ-frequency 147

band [26,60]. We have implemented the ketamine modulation of excitation and inhibition 148

on neural populations, cf. the Appendix, to reproduce the EEG power spectrum modulation 149

observed in previous experimental studies. 150

2.4. Functional connectivity 151

Our model network includes connected neural populations. To learn more on the 152

interaction among these populations, we evaluate the functional connectivity (FC) between 153

them. FC quantifies the time-dependent degree of interaction between two populations. 154

Several measures have been proposed to quantify it [61], such as spike-field coherence [37] 155

or other synchronization indices. We consider here the time-averaged phase coherence [37, 156

62] which represents the phase-locking value (PLV) [63] between two time series with 157

0 ≤ PLV ≤ 1. These time series represent the activity of different populations in different 158

frequency bands. It has been shown recently [64], that phase synchronization quantifies 159

the degree of information sharing in noise-driven models. For PLV = 1, two time series are 160

completely phase locked and their populations activity is maximum synchronized, whereas 161

PLV = 0 reflects a complete activity de-synchronization. The larger the phase coherence 162
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PLV, the larger is the functional connectivity between two populations and the more the 163

two populations interact. 164

3. Results 165

3.1. Excitability 166

Excitability modification is one of the major features of short-term tDCS. Figure 2 167

shows model simulations of an event-related potential (ERP) (A) and its impact on the 168

resting state activity (B). We observe an augmented excitability for a-tDCS in the ERP. 169

For both GIG cortical and thalamic relay neurons, short-term tDCS induce an increased 170

(decreased) resting membrane potential for a-tDCS (c-tDCS). Conversely, the resting firing 171

rate is poorly affected. These results are in good accordance to previous experimental 172

observations [43,47]. 173
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Figure 2. tDCS-induced excitability. (A) The evoked potential time course is shown for tDCS input
current ItDCS = 0.0 (dashed), ItDCS = 0.3 (dotted) and and ItDCS = 0.8 (solid). The larger ItDCS, the
larger is the response magnitude during transient stimulation (up to ∼ 200ms). After stimulation, the
system response is almost identical for all input currents. (B) The relative baseline resting potential
(left panel) and firing rate (right panel) in the precursor time interval 50ms before stimulation input.
The value V̄0( f̄0) is the baseline resting potential (resting firing rate) for absent input currents. The
lines denotes the summed up relative cortical resting activity in the cortical GIG neurons (solid line),
in the excitatory relay cells (dashed line) and the reticular cells (dotted line). We observe an increase
of the resting membrane potential (left) for ItDCS > 0 (a-tDCS) and a decrease for ItDCS < 0 (c-tDCS)
in cortical and relay cells, whereas no impact on reticular cells is found. Conversely, the resting firing
rate is poorly modulated by the tDCS current.

3.2. Anodal tDCS-effect on spectral power 174

Long duration a-tDCS stimulation is known to yield cognitive enhancement [6], in- 175

duces LTP [53] and may serve an important role in clinical psychiatry in the future [5,8,9,65]. 176

To describe the involved plasticity, we have developed a model that relates tDCS duration 177

and plasticity effect. Figure 3 (A,left panel) shows the major model idea: for short stimula- 178

tion duration, no plasticity is present, while the impact increases with longer stimulation. 179

It has also been found experimentally, that the plasticity impact saturates after some time, 180

i.e. the long-term effect of tDCS does not change anymore [44,66]. After a-tDCS offset, 181

the plasticity reduces but much slower, see Fig. 3 (A,right panel). The understanding of 182

both enhanced and diminished plasticity in the course of time is important since a-tDCS 183

stimulation protocols alternate between stimulation with a certain duration and current 184

intensisty, and stimulation pauses. Our temporal model postulates the tDCS impact on 185
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plasticity strength subjected to stimulation time and stimulation pauses. Figure 3(B) shows 186

the impact of the single stimulation duration in a stimulation sequence on the plasticity, 187

similar to the tDCS studies described in [44]. We observe an increase in plasticity strength 188

fplast with increasing stimulation duration Ts and hence a prolonged long-term effect after 189

stimulation offset. For details on the numerical implementation, please see the Appendix. 190
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Figure 3. Modelled plasticity impact during and after anodal tDCS stimulation. (A) Left panel:
very short stimulus duration does not induce any plasticity (the synaptic plasticity factor is f ≈ 1),
medium duration exhibits a strong plasticity effect (1 ≤ f ≤ fsat) that does not enhance anymore for
long duration stimuli [44] ( f → fsat) with saturation factor fsat. For high and low a-tDCS currents
(black and green curve, resp.), the qualitative behavior is similar, but it takes more time to induce the
same plasticity effect for lower a-tDCS currents [66]. Our model describes this temporal evolution
of plasticity effect by a population growth model, see Appendix for more details. Right panel: after
stimulation offset the plasticity effect diminishes exponentially with time. Experimental studies [66]
indicate that the decay time scale is in the range of tens of minutes for typical previous stimulation
current (∼ 0.5− 1mA). (B) Simulation of the plasticity effect in a typical a-tDCS sequence motivated
by [44]. Arrows indicate stimulation periods. A single a-tDCS period had a duration Ts with a
stimulation pause of 12 hours, 10 repetitions and a final period of 34 hours, cf. Appendix for more
details. Further parameters are τplast = 3h and τdecay = 500h.

The plasticity effect is accompanied by spectral power enhancement, as shown in 192

Fig. 4. We demonstrate that long duration a-tDCS induces EEG power enhancement in the 193

δ−, σ− and γ− frequency range, which decreases with time after the stimulation ends. 194

Experimental observations during sleep in healthy subjects similarly report an increased 195

power of the sigma frequency band after a slow oscillatory a-tDCS application [67,68]. 196

Moreover, it is show in [69] that oscillations in the delta frequency band are enhanced 197

following a-tDCS. 198

199
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Figure 4. Long duration-anodal tDCS impact on EEG. (A) Upper panels: simulated EEG time
traces before a-tDCS stimulation and immediately after. Lower panel: the corresponding power
spectral density distributions for activity before (dashed line) and immediately after (solid line)
stimulation. (B) Relative power change with respect to power before stimulus for different time
periods after stimulation. Plasticity effects are modeled by an increase of excitatory efficacy with
factors ftDCS = 1.2 (0min after stimulation), ftDCS = 1.1 (20min after stimulation) and ftDCS = 1.05
(40min after stimulation). We have assumed a stimulation duration time of 12 min implying the
plasticity time scale τplast = 1 min and a decay of the plasticity effect with τdecay = 30 min. In
addition, the excitatory synaptic efficacy to ARAS input is f resp

tDCS = ftDCS.

The model simulations also permit to predict population activity in the thalamic 200

structures, cf. Fig. 5. We observe a relay cell population activity, which is very similar to 201

the EEG activity. Conversely, the reticular population exhibits a much weaker γ−activity 202

but a strong δ−activity. The a-tDCS appears to have no impact on the activity of thalamic 203

structures. 204
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Figure 5. Long duration-anodal tDCS impact on subcortical activity. Upper panels: time series of
simulated population activity for a-tDCS stimulation with ftDCS = 1.2. Lower panels: spectral power
density distribution of relay and reticular population activity in the absence (dashed line, ftDCS = 1.0)
and presence (solid line, ftDCS = 1.2) of a-tDCS stimulation.

3.3. Impact of anodal tDCS in psychosis model 206

Previous experimental studies on humans [23,24] and rats [59,70,71] under ketamine 207

have shown that the experimental setup represents a reasonable psychosis model. The 208

subjects exhibit pathological ketamine-induced enhanced γ− and diminished σ− and 209
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δ−activity [20–24,60]. These spectral features resemble the power modulation in at risk 210

mental state patients for psychosis. It has also been shown experimentally that an addi- 211

tional long duration-anodal tDCS stimulation reverses the impact of ketamine [60] which 212

resembles the clinical impact of a-tDCS in human psychosis patients. Figure 6 presents EEG 213

and subcortical activity in the control condition (no ketamine, no a-tDCS), under ketamine 214

but no a-tDCS and in the presence of ketamine and a-tDCS. Under ketamine, the EEG 215

power decrease in the δ− and σ−frequency range but increases in γ− frequency range. 216

The relay cell population responds similarly but the ketamine impact is less prominent. 217

Conversely, in the reticular cell population ketamine enhances slightly spectral power in 218

the δ−frequency range only. 219

Now applying a-tDCS enhances EEG power in the δ− and σ−frequency band and moves 220

the spectral EEG power from the γ−frequency band to lower frequencies. Relay cells 221

respond to the a-tDCS by a similar power increase in the δ− and σ−frequency, while 222

γ−activity is retained. In the reticular population, the a-tDCS stimulation enhances the 223

δ−power but does not affect the spectral power in larger frequencies. 224
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Figure 6. Cortical and subcortical activity under ketamine and anodal tDCS. (A) Model activity
time courses of EEG (upper panels), relay cell population (center panels) and reticular cell population
(lower panels) under different conditions. (B) Power spectral density distributions of EEG (top panel),
relay cell population panel (center panel) and reticular cell population (bottom panel). Parameters
are ftDCS = 1.05 corresponding to stimulation duration of 4min with τplast = 1 min, fketamine = 0.7
in the cortico-thalamic loop and fketamine = 0.8, f resp

tDCS = 2.0 in SG layers.

These ketamine-induced effects are summarized in Fig. 7(A), where cortical and relay 226

cell power decrease in the δ− and σ− frequency band with ketamine, while ketamine en- 227

hances δ−power in reticular cells. Additional a-tDCS stimulation enhances further cortical 228

and relay cell population power in the δ− and σ−band, while the impact on reticular pop- 229

ulation is weak. Conversely, γ−activity is strongly enhanced by ketamine in cortical cells 230

and diminished by a-tDCS. The sub-cortical γ−activity is poorly affected by the a-tDCS 231

application. Despite a difference in the δ− band reticular response to ketamine, theses 232

findings show good accordance to previous experimental findings in rodents [26,60] and 233

patients suffering from schizophrenia [9]. 234

235

To reveal more details on the brain dynamics in psychosis, functional connectivity 236

between brain areas provide some insights [72,73]. We have computed the phase coherence 237

in the CTC between their involved neural populations, cf. Fig. 7(B). Ketamine enhances FC 238

in the δ−frequency range between the cortical GIG, the relay and the reticular cells, while it 239

diminishes FC in the σ− range between these populations. The FC is also reduced between 240

cortical and thalamic relay cells and between the thalamic structures in the γ−frequency 241
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range under ketamine, whereas it does not affect the cortico-reticular connectivity. Now 242

adding a-tDCS, FC increases between almost all areas and frequency bands, except in 243

the intra-thalamic connections in the γ−band. Hence, a-tDCS inverses the ketamine FC 244

reduction in the σ−band between all areas and in the γ−range between GIG layer cells 245

and relay cells. 246
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Figure 7. Relative spectral power and phase coherence PLV in the cortico-thalamic circuit. (A) The
ratio of power spectral density averaged over frequencies in the corresponding frequency band and
the corresponding average power spectral density in the control condition. The power in cortical cells
consider GIG cells. (B) Degree of phase coherence (PLV) between excitatory cortical GIG population
activity and the excitatory relay population activity (top panel), the excitatory cortical GIG layer and
the reticular population activity (center panel) and between the reticular and relay cells (bottom panel).
To notice, there is no cortico-reticular phase coherence in the basal condition. Model parameters
are f resp

tDCS = 2.0, ftDCS = 1.03 and ftDCS = 1.05 for stimulation input I1 and I2 > I1, respectively.
Ketamine parameters are identical to parameters used in Fig. 6.

4. Discussion 247

4.1. Excitability and spectral power 248

We present a neural population model which permits to reproduce major experimental 249

EEG data features observed under tDCS. This model implies a cortico-thalamic feedback 250

loop that generates the δ− and σ−rhythm. This loop includes GIG cortical cells, relay 251

cells and reticular cells with corresponding excitatory and inhibitory synaptic connections. 252

Moreover, a SG cell population is the origin of the γ−rhythm in good accordance with 253

previous experimental results [74,75]. The reproduced features include an increased (de- 254

creased) excitability for a-tDCS (c-tDCS) in good agreement with previous experimental 255

findings [47,49]. The presented excitability study is very brief and demonstrates a fun- 256

damental excitability modulation with tDCS. Future work should evaluate the presented 257

evoked potential model much further, e.g. comparing modeling results to previous detailed 258

expertimental results [76]. 259

In addition, long duration a-tDCS enhances EEG power in good agreement with experimen- 260

tal studies in humans [9,67–69,77,78]. Our model assumes LTP-like long term potentiation 261

of excitatory synapses and corresponding model simulations reproduce well the EEG 262

power enhanced by a-tDCS. We propose to describe the rather complex neurophysiological 263

plasticity effects by a simple modulation of the synaptic excitatory efficacy. Moreover, we 264

present a stimulation-timing model that relates a temporal stimulation protocol with the 265

plasticity effect. Future studies will evaluate this model by comparison to experimental 266

tDCS effects as described in [79,80]. 267

Since this model simplification reproduces EEG power features successfully, the present 268

work supports the LTP-like effect of a-tDCS. The model also permits to predict the a-tDCS 269

impact on thalamic cells and we find a poor effect on the thalamic power. Future exper- 270

imental work will evaluate and verify this finding. As an additional well-known effect, 271
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long-term impact of tDCS on the brain decays after some time. This effect is central in 272

patients whose possibly successful tDCS impact decay after some months after treatment 273

stop [5,8,9,44]. We have proposed a decay model of the plasticity effect which describes 274

well the modulation of the tDCS after stimulation ends, cf. Figs. 3 and 4. 275

Several previous studies have modeled the electric field induced by tDCS [81–83]. Such 276

studies provide some insights into the spatial location of tDCS impact, but does not allow 277

to explain the dynamic impact on experimentally observed data. A different recent model 278

study has focused on the tDCS impact on single neuron activity in neural populations 279

considering homeostatic structural plasticity [84]. This impressive work takes into account 280

different stimulation protocols in more detail than our work does. However it does not 281

explain major tDCS effects on neural oscillatory brain activity that has been observed vastly 282

in previous studies. The present work provides such an explanation in the context of psy- 283

chosis taking into account recent neurophysiological hypothesis. Moreover, the ensemble 284

model does not exhibit a realistic brain topology such as our CTC model and hence is less 285

realistic concerning the brain network structure. 286

4.2. Spectral power in the psychosis model 287

We have further extended the neural model to describe EEG under psychosis assum- 288

ing a ketamine model [25,27]. Identifying the brain state induced by ketamine with the 289

psychotic state and the control brain state as a healthy state, we observe a drop of δ− and 290

σ−power in the simulated EEG in the psychotic state compared to the healthy state. Con- 291

versely, the psychotic state exhibits a strong γ− power enhancement. These findings are in 292

good agreement with experimental data in humans [23–25] and rats [20–22]. Nevertheless, 293

we also show an increase in the δ− power of reticular cells in the simulated psychotic 294

state. This result defer from recent findings in which all CTC structures present a δ− power 295

decrease after acute ketamine treatment [26,58]. Also, previous experimental studies have 296

shown that a-tDCS may alleviate psychosis patients from symptoms [5,8,9,85]. Our model 297

predicts an enhancement of δ− and σ− power and a reduction of γ− power by a-tDCS, 298

which well replicate ancient experimental findings in an animal ketamine model [60]. 299

4.3. Connectivity modulation in the psychosis model 300

The functional connectivity between brain areas reflects the brains ability to pass and 301

share information between the structures. For instance, brain networks in mental disor- 302

ders exhibit diminished FC between brain areas and thus a network fragmentation [86]. 303

Enhanced functional dysconnectivity has been found in early psychosis [87] and reduced 304

conscious access in psychosis is related to diminished long-range structural connectiv- 305

ity [88], then supporting the dysconnection hypothesis in schizophrenia [10,11]. This 306

fragmentation can be reversed by psychotherapy in combination with a placebo or anti- 307

psychotics [89] and by a-tDCS [73]. It is interesting to note that a-tDCS not only enhances 308

FC in psychosis patients but also in healthy subjects [90]. This indicates that a-tDCS may 309

enhance brain FC in general. We have investigated this effect by computing FC in our neu- 310

ral model and found equivalent results. In the σ− and γ− frequency range, FC decreases 311

in the ketamine model compared to the control condition. Conversely FC between all CTC 312

structures increases in the δ− frequency band during the ketamine condition suggesting a 313

δ− hypersynchronisation in the entire CTC network in the psychotic state. This new result 314

adds to the previous finding of intra-thalamic γ− synchronisation [26] driven by cortical 315

"γ− noise" [22]. Interestingly, for all frequency bands, a subsequent a-tDCS stimulation 316

re-enhances FC. The only exception is the intra-thalamic FC in the γ− range that decreases 317

by a-tDCS. 318

319

4.4. Strength and limits of the neural model 320

The proposed model permits to reproduce experimental results on excitability and 321

spectral power of EEG originating in cortical layers, as well as excitability and spectral 322
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power of neural activity in non-cortical brain areas. Moreover, the model allows to predict 323

FC in the cortico-thalamic circuit and elucidates how tDCS augments information sharing 324

between brain areas. To gain these insights, the neural model considers recent hypothesis 325

how tDCS affects synapses and neuronal populations. For instance, we assume that tDCS 326

induces an intrinsic Poisson-noise activity in single neurons that represents a modulated 327

input current and transfer function in the population [48]. This allows to describe the 328

well-known modulated excitability by short duration-tDCS. Moreover, the simple assump- 329

tion that long duration-anodal tDCS reflects an augmented excitatory synaptic efficacy in 330

cortical neurons similar to the effect of LTP permits to describe the EEG power modulation 331

under a-tDCS. 332

To describe the anodal tDCS-impact in psychosis-related prodrome, we present a neu- 333

ral ketamine model that considers both the hypofunction of NMDA receptors and the 334

ketamine-induced disinhibition. Both mechanisms appear to be essential to reproduce the 335

σ−power diminution and γ−enhancement found experimentally. Since ketamine both in- 336

hibits excitatory cells and inhibitory cells and the latter inhibition yields disinhibition of the 337

population, it is an open question how the different power responses emerge. Our model 338

explains this by actions in two sub-circuits. Neuronal populations in the cortico-thalamic 339

loop, including granular/infragranular cortical layer, thalamic relay cells and reticular 340

neurons, experience primarily the ketamine-induced hypofunction generating the power- 341

diminished σ−rhythm. Simultaneously, the cortical supragranular layer neurons and the 342

ARAS are affected by the ketamine-induced disinhibition. Since the thalamus and ARAS 343

are known to project to the supragranular layer neurons generating the γ−rhythm [38], the 344

ketamine-induced disinhibition yields a γ−power enhancement as observed experimen- 345

tally. 346

347

Now recalling that a-tDCS has been found to enhance the brain, it appears counter- 348

intuitive that the additional a-tDCS diminishes the γ−power in the ketamine model as 349

shown experimentally [60]. To resolve this seeming contradiction, our simulations indicate 350

that the combination of the cortical Poisson-neuron input and ARAS input in the supra- 351

granular layers yields a power shift from the γ−frequency range to lower frequencies, and 352

hence a drop in γ−power. This power shift explains the γ−power drop, but remains to be 353

shown experimentally. 354

355

The presented model is a rate-coding population model that considers firing rates 356

of single neurons but neglects the timing of single spikes and spike train modes. This 357

simplification is reasonable to describe mesoscopic population activity such as Local Field 358

Potentials or EEG [33]. However, tDCS modulates both spike patterns and spike timing [91] 359

and may affect the spectral power of neural populations without modulating neuron firing 360

rates [92]. Our neural model does not describe such a spike train effect, making it unable to 361

capture such rhythm modulations. This represents a limit of the population rate model. 362

363

Moreover, the model does not specify the underlying neuron type but implies a 364

general type-I neuron [93]. It also does not specify details of intra- and inter-network 365

connections, such as realistic spatial neural networks in single brain areas and topographic 366

thalamo-cortical mapping. At a first glance, this may represent a strong limitation of the 367

model and questions its validity. However, we argue that we are interested in the general 368

underlying neural mechanism of tDCS and its impact in psychosis valid for all mammals. 369

Since tDCS in different subjects of different mammalian species trigger similar EEG neural 370

responses [44,51,65,66], it is important to choose a general rather simplistic population 371

model that captures essential neural features and hence is independent of specific model 372

choices. Here, the essential features are the nonlinear transfer function between synaptic 373

input and population firing rate, realistic synaptic response models and a brain network 374

topology of realistic polarity, i.e. with realistic excitation and inhibition. For instance, the 375

emergence of a reticular δ−activity observed in Fig. 4 matches experimental findings in the 376
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thalamus [94,95] and results from the chosen network topology as shown previously [32]. 377

378

Future work should improve the neural model by including neural mechanisms of 379

spindles since these are known to represent important EEG markers in psychosis and 380

their prodrome [26,96,97]. Incorporating spiking modes of the reticular population should 381

allow to reproduce such dynamics, switching from bursting mode in the control/healthy 382

condition to single action potential/tonic mode in the psychosis/ketamine condition [26]. 383

In addition, there is strong evidence that the δ−rhythm originates in the cortico-thalamic 384

loop [98,99] and its role in psychosis remains to be revealed [100]. Future work will ad- 385

dress the function and origin of δ−rhythms in psychosis in more detail. Essentially, the 386

present work demonstrates how to describe mathematically neurostimulation impact on 387

EEG and how to predict brain activity. This may trigger models for other neurostimulation 388

techniques over the scalp, such as transcranial Alternating Current Stimulation (tACS), 389

transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) or cerebellar neurostimulation. Indeed, most 390

neuromodulatory approaches have attracted increasing attention in recent years and seem 391

to represent promising tools for future clinical treatment and prevention in psychiatry [101]. 392

393

5. Conclusions 394

The present work provides a mathematical description of tDCS impact on brain activ- 395

ity in the context of psychosis and give track to improve experimental setups. To reproduce 396

the ketamine-induced oscillopathies, usually used to mimic the schizophrenic prodrome- 397

related EEG, the essential neural mechanisms are a reduced cortical inhibitory efficacy 398

and an increased ARAS input to cortical structures. This supports the NMDA receptor 399

hypofunction hypothesis in schizophrenia. Moreover, the simulation of tDCS influence on 400

EEG can be achieved by simple modulation of synaptic efficacy, with a temporal dimension 401

to mimic long-term plasticity effects. Finally, these findings support the idea that a-tDCS 402

could reduce, or even normalize, schizophrenia prodrome-related oscillopathies, indicating 403

its powerful potential as a preventive treatment. 404
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Appendix A Mathemtical details of the population model 416

Appendix A.1 The population model 417

The model describes population activity in the cortex layers I-III and the cortico-
thalamic loop between cortical layers IV-VI, the thalamic relay cells and the reticular
structure. The layer I-III excitatory (inhibitory) mean potential is u (v), the excitatory
(inhibitory) mean potential in the layer IV-VI neurons is denoted as Ve (Vi), the variables
Vth,e and Vth,i denote excitatory and inhibitory mean potentials in the thalamic relay cells
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and Vret denotes the mean potential in the reticular structure. In a good approximation for
large networks, these variables obey

τe
dVe(t)

dt
= −Ve(t) + FeTc[Ve(t)−Vi(t)] + FctTth[Vth,e(t− τ)−Vth,i(t− τ)]

+ FccxSe[u(t)] + µe + Ie + ρe(t) + c1 I(t)

τi
dVi(t)

dt
= −Vi(t) + FiTc[Ve(t)−Vi(t)] + µi + Ii + ρi(t) + c2 I(t)

τth,e
dVth,e(t)

dt
= −Vth,e(t) + FtcTc[Ve(t)−Vi(t)] + µth,e + ρth,e(t)

τth,i
dVth,i(t)

dt
= −Vth,i(t) + FtrTret[Vret(t)] + µth,i + ρth,i(t)

τret
dVret(t)

dt
= −Vret(t) + FrtTth[Vth,e(t)−Vth,i(t)] + FrcTc[Ve(t)−Vi(t)] + µret + ρret(t)

τce
du(t)

dt
= −u(t) + Fu

cxSe[u(t)]−Mu
cxSi[v(t)]

+ Fcx,thTth[Vth,e(t− τ)−Vth,i(t− τ)] + µce + Ice + ρce(t) + c3 I(t)

τci
dv(t)

dt
= −v(t)− Fv

cxSi[v(t)] + Mv
cxSe[u(t)] + µci + Ici + ρci(t) + c4 I(t)

(A1)

with the transfer functions 418

Tm[x] =
1
2

(
1− erf

(
− x√

2σm

))
(A2)

Sm[x] =
1
2

(
1− erf

(
− x√

2σcm

))
(A3)

and the delay time τ in cortical-thalamic and cortical-reticular transmission. The noise 419

ρm(t) represents finite-size fluctuations and is uncorrelated in time, it is independent to 420

other fluctuations ξn 6=m(t), it has zero mean and variance Dx/N, i.e. 421

〈ξx(t)〉 = 0 , 〈ξx(t)ξy(t′)〉 =
Dx

N
δxyδ(t− t′) .

Here, N is the number of neurons considered in the underlying network and Dx is the 422

variance of the input noise in population x = e, i, {th, e}, {th, i}, ret, ce, ci. 423

We point out that the population model is a mean-field model originating from a neuron 424

network [37,39,102–104] and additive noise input shapes the transfer functions Tm and Sm 425

by the corresponding noise variance σm, σcm. In more detail, the variance σ2
m in the transfer 426

function (A2) is in a good approximation 427

σ2
c =

De

τe
+

Di
τi

, σ2
th =

Dth,e

τth,e
+

Dth,i

τth,i
, σ2

ret =
Dret

τret

σ2
ce =

Dce

τce
, σ2

ci =
Dci
τci

.

Appendix A.2 Implementation of tDCS 428

To describe the impact of tDCS on the brain, it is important to distinguish short-term 429

and long-term stimulation. For short stimulus periods, no plasticity effect occurs. Anodal 430

tDCS induces an increased input current I and increased variances σ2
c and σ2

ce [39,48]. 431

For long-term stimulation, we assume an increased excitatory synaptic efficacy in cor- 432

tical layers with Fe → ftDCSFe, Fct → ftDCSFct, Fccx → ftDCSFccx, µe → ftDCSµe, Ie → 433
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Table A1. Parameter set of model (A1).

parameter description value

τe exc. decay time (infragranular) 10ms
τi inh. decay time (infragranular) 50ms
τth,e exc. decay time (relay) 5ms
τth,i inh. decay time (relay) 30ms
τret exc. decay time (reticular) 8ms
τce exc. decay time (supragranular) 5ms
τci inh. decay time (supragranular) 20ms
τ cortico-thalamic propagation delay 35ms
Fe exc. synaptic strength 1.0
Fi inh. synaptic strength 2.0
Fct synaptic strength (relay→ cortex) 1.2
Ftc synaptic strength (cortex→ relay) 1.0
Ftr synaptic strength (reticular→ relay) 1.0
Frt synaptic strength (relay→ reticular) 0.3
Frc synaptic strength (cortex→ reticular) 0.6
Fu

cx synaptic strength (exc. → exc.) 2.18
Mu

cx synaptic strength (inh. → exc.) 3.88
Fv

cx synaptic strength (inh. → inh.) 2.18
Mv

cx synaptic strength (exc. → inh.) 3.88
Fccx synaptic strength (supragranular→ infragranular) 0.05
Fcx,th synaptic strength (thalamic relay→ supragranular) 0.1
µe exc. noise input (infragranular) 0.1
Ie exc. resting input (infragranular) 0.2
µi inh. noise input (infragranular) 0.0
Ii inh. resting input (infragranular) 1.7
µth,e exc. noise input (relay) 1.2
µth,i inh. noise input (relay) 1.0
µret exc. noise input (reticular) 0.0
µce exc. noise input (supgragranular) 0.05
Ice exc. resting input (supragranular) 1.1
µci inh. noise input (supgragranular) 0.05
Ici inh. resting input (supragranular) 0.4
De exc. input noise variance (infragranular) 3 · 10−5

Di inh. input noise variance (infragranular) 0.001
Dth,e exc. input noise variance (relay) 2.5 · 10−6

Dth,i inh. input noise variance (relay) 12.6 · 10−6

Dret exc. input noise variance (reticular) 10.9 · 10−6

Dce exc. input noise (supragranular) 2 · 10−5

Dci inh. input noise (supragranular) 8 · 10−5

N number of neurons 1000
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ftDCS Ie, De → ftDCSDe, c1 → ftDCSc1 and Fu
cx → ftDCSFu

cx, Mv
cx → ftDCSMv

cx and the plas- 434

ticity factor ftDCS > 1. 435

The plasticity factor is chosen as a fixed value in the majority of simulations, but here 436

we provide a model to describe how it may evolve in time during and after tDCS. Fol- 437

lowing the strong relation between synaptic plasticity and LTP which may originate from 438

tDCS-induced neural synchronization, we assume that the plasticity effect reflects a certain 439

degree of synchronization and thus is low for short tDCS and saturates at a maximum 440

value for long tDCS. Then the growth of ftDCS with stimulation time may obey the growth 441

law of populations. With ftDCS = 1 + f we postulate 442

d f
dt

= p( f )− d( f ) (A4)

with the plasticity birth process obeying a logistic equation 443

p( f ) =
I0 f

τplast

(
1− f

fsat − 1

)
and the plasticity death or decay process 444

d( f ) = − f
τdecay

.

The time constant τplast and τdecay represent the time scale at which tDCS enhances and 445

diminishes plasticity-induced excitation, respectively. Experiments show that plasticity 446

is enhanced rather fast (tens of minutes) compared to long-term plasticity (hours and 447

days). Hence, we choose τplast � τdecay. Moreover, when tDCS is applied it is I0 = 1 and 448

otherwise I0 = 0. 449

For illustration, neglecting the decay of plasticity (τdecay → ∞) 450

ftDCS(t) = 1 +
fsat − 1

1 + fsat−1− f0
f0

e−t/τplast

where t is the stimulation time and f0 is the initial plasticity f0 = f (t = 0). This is the 451

logistic function shown in Fig. 3(A, left panel). For absent tDCS (I0 = 0), the plasticity 452

decays by 453

ftDCS(t) = f0e−t/τdecay ,

cf. Fig. 3(A, right panel). 454

In addition, model equation (A4) permits to describe the a-tDCS impact of a certain stimu- 455

lation protocol with intermittent periods of stimulation. Fig. 3(B) shows solutions of model 456

equation (A4) for different a-tDCS duration. According to typical a-tDCS stimulation 457

protocols, one applies a-tDCS with a duration Ts (typically tens of minutes) and pauses 458

between stimulations (typically several hours or days). 459

Appendix A.3 Implementation of evoked potentials 460

We assume an input current as a sum of a constant tDCS current ItDCS = const and 461

a time-dependent stimulus-evoked current IEP(t), i.e. I(t) = ItTDCS + IEP(t). In addition, 462

the evoked current affects the system transfer functions yielding σ2
c → σ2

c + γ1 I(t) and 463

σ2
ce → σ2

ce + γ2 I(t), σ2
ci → σ2

ci + γ3 I(t) with some factors γ1, γ2, γ3 > 0. 464

The evoked stimulation IEP(t) is modeled as a sequence of periods with durations T with 465

IEP = 0.05, while these periods have an equally distributed random duration in the interval 466

180ms≤ T ≤ 220ms. The stimuli exhibit a random interstimulus interval ISI, which is 467

equally distributed in the interval 370ms≤ ISI ≤ 530ms. A simulation time of 90s yields 468

∼ 200 trials, whose average represents the Event-related Potential component (ERP). Its 469
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magnitude illustrates the degree of excitability of the system, i.e. the larger is the response 470

the more excitable the system is. Moreover, we define the baseline activity in the interval 471

just 50ms before the stimulus onset in each trial. Its trial average indicates the system 472

excitability as well, similar to the response magnitude, cf. Fig. 2. 473

Appendix A.4 Implementation of ketamine impact 474

The anesthetics ketamine is an antagonist of NMDA receptors [54,55] and affects the 475

brain dopamine system [56]. Ketamine has several diverse actions. At sub-anesthetic doses 476

in humans, it induces an hypofunction of NMDA receptors and increases the release of 477

glutamate in cortical structures [105,106]. Similar results were found in rats [107]. This 478

counterintuitive excitation effect could be due to the preferential and markedly inhibitory 479

action of ketamine over GABAergic cortical interneurons [57] and thalamo-reticular neu- 480

rons [26,58]. Since the NMDA hypofunction at GABAergic neurons diminishes their activity, 481

an effective disinhibition of glutamatergic neurons of cortical layer IV and the thalamus 482

is triggered. At subcortical levels, sub-anesthetic ketamine induces a discharge reduction 483

in reticular and thalamic neurons [58]. According to previous experiments on rats [60], 484

we assume sub-anesthetic doses implying a major disinhibition and an inhibition effect at 485

NMDA receptors. In our model, we implement these effects by a factor fket < 1 in the corti- 486

cal inhibitory efficacy parameter Fi → fketFi, in the excitatory cortico-thalamic connection 487

to the relay cell population Ftc → fketFtc, in the inhibitory reticular-relay cell connection 488

Ftr → fketFtr, in the excitatory relay-reticular connection Frt → fketFrt and the excitatory 489

cortico-thalamic connection to the reticular structure Frc → fketFrc. Moreover, ketamine 490

diminishes the inhibitory synaptic efficacy in layers I-III and we choose Mv
cx → fket Mv

cx. 491

492

In addition, the neurophysiological impact of ketamine proposes a strong disinhibition 493

in subcortical structures, indicating an enhanced ARAS input to cortical structures [108,109]. 494

Since cortical layers I-III receive ARAS input, we consider enhanced activity noise input to 495

these layers. In our mathematical model, this input is taken into account by σce ∼ 1/ fket, 496

where σce is the noise input variance to layer I-III neurons. Together with the excitatory 497

plasticity factor for input response f resp
tDCS > 1, we choose σce → f resp

tDCS/ fketσce. 498
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